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HANDGUN QUALIFICATION COURSE 
 
Course Specifications: 
 
Number of Rounds:   25 
 
Style of Target:   GM-2002PH, GM-2002PH-2 
 
Maximum Possible Score:  100% 
 
Qualification Score:   72% 
 
Scoring for25, 15, 7, 3 yard line, & 3 foot line:   * Four (4) points for 
         each hit inside or 
         touching the Torso 
         scoring ring center 
         mass (Possible 84 
         points) 

 
Scoring for 5 yard line:     * Four (4) points for 

each hit inside or 
touching the Torso 
scoring ring center 
mass (Possible 12 
points) 

 
        * Four (4) points for the one hit 

inside or touching the scoring 
ring on center face (Possible 4  
points) 

 
Ammunition:     Duty ammunition only 
 
Sequence of Fire:   * Begins at the 25 yard line and ends at the 3 foot line 
                                                            *          Begins with weapon holstered and secured  

* Shooters are encouraged to scan, after each sequence  
of fire, to the left and right for additional threats 
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Qualification Course of Fire  
(Council approved: April 24, 2007) 

 
 

25 yard line  
 
Stage(s):     A, B, & C 
 
Total time limit:    Fifteen (15) seconds, allowing five (5) seconds per stage 
 
Beginning position:    Sequence of fire begins with weapon holstered and secured 
 
Special Conditions/Instructions:  None 
 
 Stage A - Time limit: Five (5) seconds  
   
  *        2 rounds kneeling  
   Strong side (previously known as "dominant" side) 
   Barricade used for both cover and support 

* Ending position: Weapon at ready gun position 
 
 

Stage B - Time limit: Five (5) seconds, with sequence of fire beginning from a ready  
gun position 
 
 * 2 rounds standing 
   Strong side 

Barricade used for both cover and support 
 * Ending position: Weapon at ready gun position 
 

  
Stage C - Time limit: Five (5) seconds, with sequence of fire beginning from a ready  
gun position 
 

* 2 rounds standing 
    Support side (previously known as "weak" side), strong handed 

Barricade used for both cover and support 
* Ending position: Weapon at ready gun position 
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15 yard line 
 
Total time limit: Six (6) seconds 
 
Beginning position: Sequence of fire begins from a ready gun position 
 
Special Conditions Instructions: On command, walking forward in unison, scanning left and right for 
additional threats, students will advance from the 25 yard line to the 15 yard line while presenting from 
a ready gun position. 
 
Targets shall not be turned until all students arrive at the fifteen (15) yard line. 
 

• One (1) round standing and one (1) round kneeling  
• Ending position: Weapon holstered and secured 

 
 
7 yard line 
 
Total time limit: Four (4) seconds 
 
Beginning position: Sequence or fire begins with weapon holstered and secured 
 
Special Conditions/Instructions: None 
 

• Four (4) rounds standing 
• Ending position:  Weapon holstered and secured 

 
 
5 yard line 
 
Total time limit:  Four (4) seconds 
 
Beginning position: Sequence of fire begins with weapon holstered and secured 
 
Special Conditions/Instructions: None 
 

* Three (3) rounds standing 
  * To torso of target 

* One (1) round standing 
  * To face of target 

* Ending position: Weapon holstered and secured 
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3 yard line 
 
Total time limit: Six (6) seconds 
Beginning position:  Sequence of fire begins with weapon holstered and secured 
 
Special Conditions/Instructions: Wounded officer technique 
 

* Three (3) rounds standing 
   * Two handed grip 

* Three (3) rounds 
   * Support hand only 

* Ending position: Weapon holstered and secured 
 
 
 

3 foot line 
 
Total time limit:  Two and one-half (2 ½) seconds 
 
Beginning position:  Sequence of fire begins with weapon holstered and secured 
 
Special Conditions/Instructions:  Interview stance is recommended 
 

* Three (3) rounds standing 
* One hand 
* Close quarter position 

* Ending position: Weapon holstered and secured 
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